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Key Statistics as of 5/2/2015

Thesis Points:

Market Price:
Industry:
Market Cap:
52-Week Range:
Beta:



Higher than expected increase in demand for
internet security



Market leader in an industry expected to grow
significantly



The demand for network trafficking quality is to
increase, as the number of mobile devices is
increasing rapidly.

$74.25
Internet Information Providers
$13.37B
$51.10 - 77.31
1.66

Company Description:
Akamai Technologies, Inc. provides cloud services for delivering, optimizing, and securing online content and business
applications in the United States and internationally. The company offers media content delivery solutions to execute digital media
distribution strategies, including download delivery solutions for the distribution of file downloads, such as games, progressive
video and audio files, documents, and other file-based content; and adaptive delivery solutions for streaming video content in
various bitrate streaming formats; content preparation and packaging for multiple platforms, a customizable media player, and
content protection technologies; a suite of analytics tools to monitor online video viewer experiences and the effectiveness of Web
software downloads, while measuring audience engagement, and quality of service performance; and NetStorage, a cloud storage
solution. It also provides application delivery and cloud performance solutions to enhance the operation of applications used by
enterprises to connect with their customers, partners, employees, and suppliers; and Web performance solutions to accelerate
business-to-consumer Websites that integrate collaborative content and applications into their online architecture. In addition, the
company offers cloud security solutions, which helps customers avoid data theft and downtime, and protect Internet-facing
infrastructure; and cloud networking solutions to help customers enhance enterprise branch office and retail store productivity and
revenue by accelerating applications, reducing bandwidth costs, and extending the Internet and public clouds into private wide
area networks. Further, it provides network operator solutions; and professional services and solutions. The company markets and
sells its services and solutions through direct sales and service organization; and through active channel partners. Akamai
Technologies, Inc. was founded in 1998 and is headquartered in Cambridge, Massachusetts.
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Recommendation
Akamai Technologies Inc. is a BUY as of May 2 nd, 2015
due to the increasing demand for their services, a
growing cloud-based network globally, and their position
of market leader in a sector that will be growing faster
than expected. Mobile networking, from the increasing
numbers of mobile devices to laptops/PCs, is becoming
more and more congested. Users are now accessing the
internet on multiple devices, while more and more users
are entering the mobile network with the purchase of a
smartphone, tablet, or laptop/PC. Due to the number of
people using the internet, there is congestion and
ultimately leads to slower service. AKAM recognizes this
issue and continues to develop faster, more reliable, safe
network trafficking. AKAM also provides the safest
internet security, tackling a growing issue with
Ecommerce sites, and other sites that demand secure
delivery of content/information. AKAM is the largest
provider of these services, and will continue to increase
revenues, as the demand for their services increases, of
which it will much faster than the market is expecting

Increased Demand for Cyber Security
By 2017 the demand for cyber security is expected to be
$120 billion, a number that is almost twice the amount
that was reported in 2011 ($63.7 billion). The number is
expected to skyrocket due to the number of users and
increase in cyber traffic, permitting cyber-attacks to be
much easier to commit. In real simple comparison, think
if an individual was to commit a crime in a small rural
town, where it is tough to blend in after the crime, as
compared to committing the same crime in a city such as
New York City, and had to blend in with millions of
people. The criminal is much easier to blend in as the
congestion and number of people increases; the same
case for cyber networking.
Cyber security is crucial to
ecommerce sites, as they
need to keep customer
information as secure as
possible. The attack on
major companies has been
much worse recently, with
companies as big as Apple
making the news for the
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loss of consumer information to hackers. The increasing
risk, along with the increasing number of lawsuits arising,
creates this superior demand for internet safety.

The Demand for Fast, High Quality
Streaming; Only Supplier to be able to
Meet Demand
Online companies not only want secure trafficking on
their site, but they need fast, reliable streaming. This is
also becoming an issue, once again due to the increase in
users, and also due to the increasing size of files/data on
the Web. Regarding the cyber space, the more quality a
person may want, whether it’s an image, video, etc., the
bigger the file is. With capacity shrinking, the speed of
the trafficking is declining, and Akamai recognizes that.
Akamai’s customers need fast speeds, as sales and
general traffic on their site decreases severely as users
become stressed and fed up with slow speeds. These
sites are realizing the loss on product sales and brand
loyalty with their poor performing apps/sites, and
Akamai seeks to continue to tackle this issue. Their
unique algorithms and optimization tactics are what
make them the market leader. Their team constantly
develops new optimizing algorithms that permit the
speed to meet customers’ growing expectation.
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Currently, Akamai is the market leader by far, with being
a trusted supplier to:
 The top 30 media & entertainment companies
 All 20 top global eCommerce sites
 97 of the top 100 online U.S. retailers (Source:
Internet Retailer Magazine)
 All branches of the U.S. military
They are going to continue to be the leader due to a few
key factors. Their deep network connections are
consistently growing. AKAM is developing relationships
and ultimately acquiring a lot of these other smaller
technology companies. They are in a sense monopolizing
as they acquire because they are buying storage, and
faster networking spots. As the demand continues to
increase, Akamai is expanding their storage and speeding
up through more network hubs. Along with the increase
in speed and storage, Akamai incorporates these smaller
companies’ ideas on optimization within their own
unique product. The other factor worth discussing is
their hardware development. Their hardware is second to
none, and of course all patented. The hardware they’ve
come with allows for the most bandwidth to be met, and
prioritizes traffic and maps routes, all of which ultimately
leads
to
faster
speeds.

Mobile Device Growth

The delivery of data is crucial, and only going to become
more significant in the future, and growing much quicker
than people within the industry have thought.
Everything is moving to online: companies are closing
physical storefronts and opening up web shops, the
increase in social networking, and growth of mobile
phones with network connectivity, etc. The demand will
need to be met and the only company capable of doing it
is Akamai. They currently have all the biggest customers,
and essentially control the delivery of data through cyber
space right now. This company is best suited to be the
player that controls this increase in traffic, between
management and the relationship they hold to almost
every big name online company. They have been tackling
these issues for over a decade and continue to research
in problem management. Akamai will continue to be
successful, as they acquire more competitors and
continue research and implementation of their research.

This increase in cyber traffic is due mainly to increased
number of network-connected devices, of which leads to
more data being transferred through cyber space.
Currently, there is a lot of speculation in the market as to
when will there be too much traffic that speeds will start
to slow dramatically. This issue will be resolved by
Akamai, as they have been dealing with the growth of
cyber space demand heavily in recent years. As seen
below, Desktop PCs have been at almost constant
growth over past 7-8 years, growing steadily around 100
million users per year. The mobile users increase in
much more significant, growing over twice as fast as
desktop users, and even recently surpassed total number
of users.
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